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The Different Sizes of Infinity 

Let me begin by asking a seemingly simple question, one that might have you doubt for a moment 
that I have specified my target group quite correctly. Imagine a large stadium with an unknown 
number of seats and a group of people only so numerous that it is impossible to determine at first 
sight whether there are more seats or people (or whether the numbers are equal) (Seife). My question 
then is: How do we find out which of the three potential relations is the case? 

One method of doing so would be to count the seats, count the people, and compare the two 
numbers with one another. However, even thinking of the logistics such an approach would require 
is giving me the shivers. Instead, I am proposing to you that we go smart. How about having the 
people fill the stadium, telling them to take one seat each. In the end, if all of the people are seated, 
and there are still some free seats, there are fewer people than seats; if everybody gets a seat but no 
places are left, the numbers are equal; if people are standing, the number of people must be greater. 
Arguably, the logistics here might not be the soundest, but we have come a long way still from the 
first approach. 

Now on to the Mathematics! Instead of seats and people, we will focus on sets of numbers and 
compare the sizes of those with one another. As long as these sets are of finite sizes, we can choose 
either of the two approaches discussed, but the moment we face infinite sets, the first option suddenly 
ceases to be an option, and the method of pairing is all that we are left with. 

It is easy to show that the size of the set of whole numbers is equal to the size of the set of even 
numbers. Simply pair each 𝑎 ∈ ℤ with 2𝑎. We might just have thrown away an infinite number of 
numbers in whittling down the set of whole numbers to the set of even numbers, but we are 
nonetheless left with an infinite number of numbers. 

This may not come as such a surprise. However, what if I claimed that the size of the set of whole 
numbers was the same as the size of the set of rational numbers? Would you still believe me? Wrong 
question. If you want to be a genuine mathematician, I would like you to adopt the approach of 
doubting everything that you have not seen the proof of with your own mind’s eye. I will make that 
claim mentioned, but I do not want you to trust me implicitly. Assuming that you have now dutifully 
taken my statement with a pinch of salt, I am going to convince you that I am right. 

First, I would like to remind you that the set of rational numbers is defined as the set of all 

numbers  such that 𝑎, 𝑏 ∈ ℤ and 𝑏 ≠ 0. We will now pair all positive integers with all positive 

rationals. (The process of pairing negative integers with negative rationals is analogous, and zero can 
be paired with zero.) 

Imagine a large table in which the positive-integer labels of the columns represent 𝑎 and the 
positive-integer labels of the rows represent 𝑏, as below. The path we take through this table, labelling 
each field in order with positive integers, is that of a long, winding snake across the diagonals, namely 

from  to  and , from there to ,  and , from there to , , … You might notice that such a procedure 

assigns some rationals twice, but that can be solved by skipping those fields along the way. Do you 
now believe that the size of the set of rationals is equal to the size of the set of whole numbers? You 
are allowed to! 
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Where are the different sizes of infinities the title of this article promises, you might be asking. 
Brace yourself, for here, finally, comes the bombshell: The infinity of the size of the set of real 
numbers is greater than that of the size of the set of natural numbers (and whole numbers and rational 
numbers). We will prove this statement by contradiction. In other words, we will temporarily assume 
that the bombshell is a counterfeit and that the size of the set of natural numbers is equal to the size 
of the set of real numbers. Hence, there exists a perfect pairing between natural numbers and real 
numbers, the beginning of which might look like the pairing below. Hence, there exists a perfect 
pairing between the natural numbers 𝑛 and the real numbers 𝑥 such that 0 < 𝑥 < 1 and such that their 
decimal expansion contains no 0s and 9s. (Do not ask for the reason behind the latter choice; it has 
its roots in mathematical perfectionism stemming from the fact that, say, 0.99999… is the same as 
1.00000….) 

We will now create a real number that is not on the list! We do not want this hypothetical number 
of ours to be equal to the first number on the list. Since the first digit of the first number is 3, let the 
first digit of our new number be one less, namely 2. The new number and the first number on the list 
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are now bound not to be equal. We also do not want our number to be the same as the second number 
on the list. Having already determined the first digit of our number, we can move on to the second. 
The second digit of the second number is 5. Thus, let the second digit of our number be one less, 4. 
In this manner, we can proceed down the list, and, based on the 𝑛th digit of the 𝑛th number determine 
the 𝑛th digit of our new number. Our process of creating the number makes sure that it is not equal 
to any of the numbers on the list. Hence, we have a contradiction, for the pairing is not perfect, and 
the size of the set of natural numbers is smaller than the size of the set of real numbers between 0 and 
1 without 0s and 9s in their expansion. In other words, the size of the set of natural numbers is way, 
way smaller than the size of the full set of real numbers! 

Oh yes, infinities are fun. The next time you are snowed under with an infinite amount of work, 
just recall my article and soothe yourself with the realisation that matters could be much worse. Some 
infinities just will be greater than other infinities. (Always look on the bright side of life…) 
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